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ABSTRACT 
We show that the solid hull of every relatively weakly compact set in a Banach lattice is again rela- 
tively weakly compact if and only if the Banach lattice is an order direct sum of a KB-space and an 
atomic Banach lattice with an order continuous norm. If we assume order continuity of the norm 
then this is equivalent to requiring that the image of every relatively weakly compact set under the 
modulus map is again relatively weakly compact. We also show that amongst Banach lattices with 
an order continuous norm those that have the property that the lattice operations are weakly se- 
quentially continuous are precisely the atomic ones. The final section of the paper is devoted to 
applications of our earlier results to questions concerning the factorization of compact and weakly 
compact operators through reflexive Banach lattices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are a number of results in the Banach lattice literature which depend on 
knowing about the interaction between the order structure and relatively 
weakly compact sets. Some results are known about this, for example the solid 
hulls of positive relatively weakly compact sets are relatively weakly compact 
precisely in Banach lattices with an order continuous norm. Some desirable 
results however are not so well understood. It is known that in KB-spaces the 
solid hull of every relatively weakly compact set is again relatively weakly 
compact (see [AB2], Theorem 13.8 for proofs of these two results) but we will 
see in Theorem 2.4 that this does not characterize KB-spaces. In fact we show 
there that this property is enjoyed precisely by order direct sums of KB-spaces 
and atomic Banach lattices with an order continuous norm. A related property 
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that occurs in the literature is that the image of a relatively weakly compact set 
under the modulus map is again relatively weakly compact. It comes as no 
surprise that this together with order continuity of the norm is also equivalent. 
The proof that atomic Banach lattices with an order continuous norm have 
the property uses the weak sequential continuity of the lattice operations in 
such spaces. This has long been known and we are able to show that this con- 
tinuity characterises uch Banach lattices amongst Banach lattices with an or- 
der continuous norm. 
The final section of this paper is devoted to results on the factorization of 
compact and weakly compact operators through reflexive Banach lattices. The 
results in [ABl] rely on the range space having the property that every relatively 
weakly compact set has a relatively weakly compact solid hull (even though 
most of the corollaries are stated for the range being a KB-space) or (if atten- 
tion is restricted to positive operators) having an order continuous norm. We 
show that these conditions are the weakest possible. This answers several of the 
questions posed in [ABl]. 
Prof. Y.A. Abramovich has kindly pointed out to us that results similar to 
those in section 2 may be found in his paper [A]. We have included our proofs 
here in the interests of completeness and because of the relatively inaccessible 
nature of [A]. 
2. RELATIVE WEAK COMPACTNESS OF SOLID HULLS 
Let (Q, C, ,u) be a measure space. A E C is called an atom if p(A) > 0 and for 
each B E C with B C A, then either p(B) = p(A) or p(B) = 0. An atom in a 
vector lattice E is an element 0 # a E E+ such that if b E E with 0 5 b < a then 
b = Aa for some X E R. The atoms in U’(p) are precisely the strictly positive 
multiples of the characteristic functions of atoms of p. A vector lattice is said to 
be purely atomic if the only element that is disjoint from all atoms is the zero 
element. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that (0, C, p) is afinite measure space and that p does 
not have any atoms, then there exists a sequence of measurable functions 
r, E L”(p) such that 
(1) /ml(t) = 1~ - almost everywhere 
(2) lim nim Jnf(t)rn(t)& = 0 Vf E L’(P). 
Proof. As p has no atoms, we may find disjoint sets Brr ,812 E C with 
B11 U B12 = R and p(B11) = p(B12) = ip(f2). Proceding inductively, we may 
find sets Bni E C such that 
(a> &(2i-1) U 4(2q = &I), i= 1,2,...,2”-’ 
(b) p(B+-1) n Bn(~i)) = 0 i=l 2 . . 2”-’ 
(c> @ni) = (1/2%(Q) i= 1:2:..::2”. 
Define also Bol = R. 
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Now define 
y, zz 5 (-qk-’ (PL) 
k=l Y&i ELK 
It is clear that ]r,,] = xo, and it is not difficult to verify that 
.[ 
r,r,,,dp = 0 
R 
for all n,m E N with 12 # m. It follows that {rn}r is an orthogonal sequence in 
L*(/L), and hence 
for allf E L2(p) and hence, as ,C2(p) is dense in L’(p), for allf E L’(p). El 
Theorem 2.2. Let E be a Banach lattice with an order continuous norm. If E does 
not contain any atoms then for each x E E+ there exists a sequence x, E E such 
that lx,, = x and x, + 0 weakly as n -+ 00. 
Proof. For x E E+ let F be the closed ideal of E generated by x which has an 
order continuous norm and a weak unit, so by Theorem 2.7.8 of [MN] and its 
proof (also see Theorem 120.10 in [Z]) there exists a probability measure space 
(Q, C, p) such that 
Lot(p) c F c L’(p) Lot(p) c F’ c L’(p) 
L”(p) is a dense ideal of F, Jo y’ydp = (y’, y) for all y’ E F’, y E F and x = XQ. 
Note that F does not contain any atoms, as E does not, so it is clear that 
L”(p) does not contain any atoms. It follows from Proposition 2.1 above that 
there exist x, E Loo(p) c F such that Ix,, = XQ = x and lim,,, Jo xnfdp = 0 
for allf E L’ (p). As F’ c L’(p) we have lim,,,(x’, x,) = lim,,, s, x’x,dp = 0 
for all x’ E F’. Thus x,, + 0 weakly as desired. q 
Corollary 2.3. If E is a Banach lattice with an order continuous norm then the 
lattice operations in E are weakly sequentially continuous ifand only if E is purely 
atomic. 
Proof. The ‘if part is contained in Theorem 2.523 of [MN], whilst the ‘only if 
part follows from applying Theorem 2.2 to the band of elements in E that dis- 
joint from the atoms. 0 
A Banach lattice E is said by Groenewegen in [G] to have property (WI) if 
whenever A is a relatively weakly compact subset of E then the set 
]A 1 = { Ial : a E A} is also relatively weakly compact. Let us remind the reader 
that the solid hull of a subset A of a vector lattice E is the set 
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sol(A) = {x E E : 3a E A with 1x1 < /al}, 
and that a K&space is a Banach lattice in which every increasing norm- 
bounded positive sequence is convergent. 
Theorem 2.4. For a Banach lattice E thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
(1) Every relatively weakly compact subset of E has a relatively weakly com- 
pact solid hull. 
(2) E has an order continuous norm and has property (Wl). 
(3) E may be written as an order direct sum, El ~3 Ez, where El is a KB-space 
and E2 is atomic with an order continuous norm. 
Proof. (3) + (1). Suppose that (3) holds and A c E is a relatively weakly com- 
pact. Let P be the band projection from E onto El, then Ai = PA is relatively 
weakly compact, so is sol(Ai) by Theorem 13.8 (b) of [AB2] as El is a KB-space. 
Also A2 = (1~ - P)A c E2 is relatively weakly compact. By Proposition 2.5.23 
of [MN] the lattice operations on E2 are weakly sequentially continuous and it 
follows from the Eberlein-Smulian theorem (Theorem 10.13 of [AB2]) that 
IA21 = (1x1 : x E A21 is relatively weakly compact. Now Theorem 13.8 (a) of 
[AB2] implies that sol(&) = sol((Azl) 1s relatively weakly compact. It follows 
that sol(A) is relatively weakly compact as 
sol(A) c SOl(Al) $ sol(Az), 
so that (1) holds. 
If (1) holds then certainly every relatively weakly compact subset of E+ has a 
solid hull which is relatively weakly compact, so that by Theorem 13.8 (a) of 
[AB2], E is an ideal in its bidual and hence has an order continuous norm. Note 
also that if A is relatively weakly compact then ]A] will be a subset of the rela- 
tively weakly compact set sol(A), so will itself be relatively weakly compact and 
hence E has property (Wl). 
(2) + (3). Let E2 be the closed ideal of E generated by all atoms of 
E, El = Ei, then Corollary 2.4.4 of [MN] implies that E2 is a band of E and 
E=El@E2. 
Clearly E2 is atomic, so we need only show that El is a KB-space. 
It is clear that El does not contain any atoms and that every relatively weakly 
compact subset of El has a relatively weakly compact solid hull. If El were not 
a KB-space then by Theorem 14.12 of [AB2] there exist kl > 0, k2 > 0, and a 
disjoint sequence {xn} c (El), such that 
klII(&)II, 5 Iliz, GilI 5 k2IICXn)IIoc 
for all (X,) E CO, i.e. (xn) is equivalent o the natural basis of co_ 
According to Theorem 2.3 above we can choose r,,, E Et such that lrnml = x,, 
for all n,m E N and, for each n E N, r,, t 0 weakly as m + co. Let 
pLn = rln + r2” +. . + r,,, for each n E N then we claim that ,LL~ --f 0 weakly as 
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n --f 00. Indeed, it suffices to show that (x’, u,) --t 0 as n -+ ca for each 
0 5 x’ E E[. Let Z, be the closed ideal of El generated by x,, and let x’, denote the 
restriction of x’ to Z,, so that 2, 2 0. Since (In, (( . 11,) is an AM-space with 
strong unit x,, where 11 . II,, is defined on Z,, by 
((YIJ~ = inf{X L 0 : y E A[--xn,xnl>, 
xk is bounded for the 11 . (In- norm on Z,. I.e. x’, E (I,, )I . II,)‘. 
Write Ilx’,llo = Ilzc’,ll~~~,~j.~~,)~ then 
E 114,110 I k2lFII < CQ 
tt=1 
as 
for all n E N. 
Now for each E > 0 there exists N such that CT=O=N+, llxjl, < E so that for 
each n > N, 
Thus 
limw4~(~n)l 5 If_ i=l im 2 d(rin) + E = E I I 
as ri,, -+ 0 weakly as n -+ 00 for each 1 5 i 5 N. Note that E is arbitrary SO it 
follows that 2((un) +Oasn-+ooforeachO<x’EEi. I.e. u,-+O weakly as 
n 3 00. 
If A = {un}rz 1 then A is relatively weakly compact and IAl = { lu,,l : n E N}. 
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Since {x,} are disjoint and /rail = x, for all i E N, we have rni J_ ‘Mj for all 
n, m, i, j E N with n # m and hence 
lu,] =x1 +x2+...+x, I‘. 
Also 
for all n # m. Therefore (1~~1) does not contain any weakly convergent sub- 
sequence as any such subsequence would converge in norm to its limit by Dini’s 
theorem. Thus IAl is not relatively weakly compact, which contradicts (2). This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
3. FACTORIZATION OF WEAKLY COMPACT OPERATORS 
The factorization theorem of Aliprantis and Burkinshaw for weakly compact 
operators ([ABl], Theorem 2.2 and part 2 of Theorem 1.7), states that if X is a 
Banach space, F a Banach lattice, T : X -+ F is weakly compact and the solid 
hull of the image under Tof the unit ball in X is relatively weakly compact then 
T factors through a reflexive Banach lattice E in such a way that T = QP where 
P is a bounded linear operator and Q is an interval preserving lattice homo- 
morphism. It follows immediately that if the solid hull of every relatively 
weakly compact subset of F is again relatively weakly compact then such a 
factorization will be possible for all weakly compact operators T : X + E. The 
following result shows that it is only for such F that this factorization is possi- 
ble. 
Theorem 3.1. For a Banach lattice F the following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) Every relatively weakly compact subset of F has a relatively weakly com- 
pact solid hull. 
(2) For each Banach space X, every weakly compact operator T : X + Ffac- 
tors through a reflexive Banach lattice E with T = QP where P : X + E is a 
bounded linear operator and Q : E + F is an interval preserving lattice homo- 
morphism. Moreover, if Xis a Banach lattice and T > 0 then we may take P 2 0. 
(3) Every weakly compact operator T : CL. + Ffactors through a Banach lat- 
tice E such that T = QP where P : el --t E is bounded linear and Q : E + F is 
weakly compact intervalpreserving. 
(4) The collection of all weakly compact operatorsfrom Cl into Fforms an ideal 
in Cr(el, F) = C(L,, I;). 
Proof. It is clear that (1) + (2) + (3). It is well-known that every linear 
bounded operator from PI into any Banach lattice has a modulus, so that 
L”(Ci, F) = L(e,, F). Assume (3), so that each weakly compact operator 
T : !I + F factors through a Banach lattice E such that T = QP where 
P : el + E and Q : E + F is weakly compact interval preserving. Since the 
modulus of P exists it is easy to verify that ITI = [QPl 5 QlPl and hence 
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1 T(’ 5 ]P]‘Q’. Also Q’ is a lattice homomorphism by Theorem 7.7 of [AB2], so it 
follows from Theorem 1.1 of [Ar] that ITI’ = SQ’ for some 0 5 S 5 [PI’. From 
Gantmacher’s theorem (Theorem 17.2 of [AB2]) we have that Q’ is weakly 
compact, hence so are IT]’ and hence IT]. Thus the collection of all weakly 
compact operators from ei into F forms a sublattice of L(Ci, F). 
Also, if S, T E L(el,F) are such that 0 5 S 5 T and T is weakly compact, 
then (still assuming (3)) T can be factored through a Banach lattice E such that 
T = QP where Q is weakly compact and interval preserving. So 0 5 S 5 T = 
Qp 5 Qlpl d an as above we have S weakly compact. It follows that the collec- 
tion of all weakly compact operators from ei into F forms indeed an ideal in 
L(e,, F). Thus (3) + (4) holds. 
Finally, let us assume (4) and prove (1). We do this using Theorem 2.4 and 
showing that F has an order continuous norm and property (WI). Theorem 
17.10 of [AB2] shows that F must have an order continuous norm (since the 
dual of ei certainly does not have), so we need to establish property (Wl). Sup- 
pose that this fails then, using the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, there is a se- 
quence (x,,) in F such that the set {x, : n E N} is relatively weakly compact but 
the set {Ix,] : n E N} is not. Define T : i?, + F by T(X,) = C,“=, Xnx, then 
Corollary 10.16 of [AB2] implies that T is weakly compact. From (4) ITI exists 
(and it is easy to verify that ITI = C,“, X&x,I) and is weakly compact. 
Taking e, for the usual basis vector in ei, the weak compactness of I TI shows 
that the sequence (ITIe,) = (1~~1) is relatively weakly compact. This contra- 
diction establishes (1). Cl 
More results on the order structure of spaces of weakly compact operators are 
contained in [CW]. In the similar way to the last result we have: 
Theorem 3.2. For Banach lattice F the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) F has an order continuous norm. 
(2) For each Banach lattice E, every positive weakly compact operator 
T : E -+ F factors through a reflexive Banach lattice G with T = QP where 
P : E + G is positive linear and Q : G + F is intervalpreserving. 
(3) Every positive compact operator T : e, + F factors through a Banach lat- 
tice G with T = QP where P : el + G is bounded and Q : G -+ F is weakly com- 
pact and intervalpreserving. 
Proof. It is clear that (1) + (2) + (3). To show that (3) + (1) let 0 5 y, T 5 y. 
Define S, T : Cl --) F by S(X,) = Cr!i X,y, and T(X,) = (CpCI X,)y for all 
(X,) E ei. Then 0 5 S 2 T and Tis compact so it follows from (3) that Tadmits 
a factorization through a Banach lattice G with T = QP where P : el --i G is 
linear bounded and Q : G -+ F is weakly compact and interval preserving. Thus 
0 5 S 5 T = QP < QlPl and in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
above we have that S is weakly compact, and hence (Se,) = (y,) contains a 
weakly convergent subsequence. It follows from the monotoneness of (yn) and 
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Dini’s theorem that (yn) is norm convergent. Therefore F has an order con- 
tinuous norm. 0 
The following result is a dual version of the last two results. 
Theorem 3.3. For Banach lattice E the following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) E’ has an order continuous norm. (i.e. E’ is a KB-space) 
(2) For each Banach space Y every weakly compact operator T : E + Y fac- 
tors through a reflexive Banach lattice G such that T = PJ where J : E -+ G is a 
lattice homomorphism and P : G ---) Y is linear bounded. Moreover if Y is a Ba- 
nach lattice and T 2 0 then we may take P 2 0. 
(3) Every positive compact operator T : E + e, factors through a Banach 
lattice G such that T = PJ where J : E + G is a weakly compact lattice homo- 
morphism and P : G + eM is linear and bounded. 
(4) Every positive weakly compact operator T : E + C( [0, 11) factors through 
a re$exive Banach lattice. 
Proof. It is clear that (1) + (2) + (3) and that (2) + (4). Suppose that (3) 
holds and suppose that we have, in E’, 0 5 x’, T < x’. Define S, T : E + e, by 
S(x) = (xl,(x)),“1 and T(x) = x’(x)eo, where eo=(l,l,...)E!,. Then 
0 5 S 5 T and T, being rank 1, is compact so by (3) T admits a factorization 
through a Banach lattice G with T = PJ where J : E + G is a weakly compact 
lattice homomorphism and P : G --f e, is linear and bounded. Noting that each 
operator from a Banach lattice into e, has a modulus we have 0 < S 5 T = 
PJ 5 JPIJ, and by Theorem 1.1 of [Ar] S = QJ for some 0 I Q 5 [PI. It follows 
that S is weakly compact and so is S’ by Gantmacher’s theorem. It is routine to 
check that S/(X,) = C,“i &xl, for all (X,) E ei c (e,)‘. It follows from the 
weak compactness of S’ that (S’e,) = (&) contains a weakly convergent sub- 
sequence. Thus the monotoneness of (2,) implies that (2,) is norm convergent. 
Therefore E’ has an order continuous norm and have established that (3) + (1). 
Now we suppose that (4) is true but (1) is false. According to Theorem 2.4.2 
of [MN], E contains a closed sublattice H which is lattice isomorphic to Ci. Let 
J : H + el be the corresponding lattice isomorphism. From Proposition 2.3.11 
of [MN] there is a positive projection P from E onto H. Also by the theorem A 
of [T] there exists a weakly compact subset W of C( [0, l]), such that for each 
reflexive Banach lattice G and each bounded operator S : G -+ C([O, l]), 
S(U) $ W, where U is the closed unit ball of G. 
Choose x, E W such that {x, : n E N} is dense in W. Define T : et + C( [0, 11) 
by U&J = C,“=i X “x,, then Theorem 10.15 of [AB2] implies that T is weakly 
compact and hence so is TJP : E --f C( [0, 11). By (4) we can find a reflexive Ba- 
nach lattice G such that TJP = SR where R : E + G and S : G ---f C([O, 11) are 
linear bounded. 
Let y,, = J-‘e, E H c E, then ]ly,,l] 5 (jJ-‘jI for all n E N. Replacing R by 
R/W4 . IIJ-‘II) and S by IIRIIIIJ-‘IIS we may assume that llRllllJ-‘I) = 1 and 
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thus we have II&II < jlRllIl~+,lj 5 l(RJ(IIJP’I/ = 1 for all n E N. I.e. each 
Ry, E U. Moreover 
xn = Ten = TJy, = TJPy,, = SRY, = S(R~,,) E S(u) 
for all n E N, and it follows that W c S(U) which contradicts the definition of 
W. So (4) + (1) holds. Cl 
4. FACTORIZATION BY COMPACT LATTICE HOMOMORPHISM 
The following lemma has a routine proof which we omit. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Banach lattice F is atomic with an order continuous 
norm, X is a Banach space, T : X -+ F is a compact operator and that Fl denotes 
the closed ideal of Fgenerated by TX. Then Fi is a band in Fund the set Z of all 
atoms of (FI), with a norm 1 is countable. 
Theorem 4.2. For Banach lattice F the,following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) Fis atomic with an order continuous norm. 
(2) For each Banach space X, every compact operator T : X --) F factors 
through a reflexive Banach lattice G such that T = QP where P : X 4 G is linear 
and bounded and Q : G --+ F is a compact intervalpreserving lattice homomorph- 
ism. Moreover if X is a Banach lattice and T 2 0 then we may take P > 0. 
(3) Every positive compact operator T : t, + F factors through a Banach lat- 
tice G with T = QP where P : e, 4 G is bounded and Q : G + F is compact and 
intervalpreserving. 
Proof. We first show that (1) + (2). According to Lemma 4.1 above we may 
assume that the set Z of all atoms of F+ with norm 1 is countable, say 
Z = {e,}:! ,. It is easy to verify that {e,} is a Schauder basis of Fand that for 
each x E F+ we have x = C,” i X,,e,, where X, = max{X E R+ : Xe, 5 x}. 
Moreover, if x = Cr= t Xnen E F then x 2 0 if and only if X, > 0 for all n E N. 
Define P,, : F -+ F by P,(x) = xi=, &ek if x = cpzl &ek. Then 0 5 P, < 
P n+m 5 Z,c for all n,m E N. Since T is compact it is routine to check that 
II T - f’nTll -+ 0 as n -+ CO. Therefore we can choose 1 5 nl 5 n2 6 n3 < . . 
such that I\(Z’,, - P,,_,)Tl( < 1/4k for each k E N. Write Qi = P,, and 
Qk = p,, - p,,_, for k 2 2 and let Fk = QkF for each k E N then 
(a) 0 5 Qk 5 IF for all k. 
(b) IlQkTll 5 1/4k for all k 2 2. 
(c) dimFk = nk - n&t for k E N (defining IZO = 0) 
(d) Fk IF, for all k, m E N with k # m. 
Forp E (1,co) let 
Ep = $ep(Fk) = {(Xk) : Xk E Fklk!?, bkllp < d 
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with norm Il(wJll = CC,“l ~Ix#‘)“~ and pointwise ordering, so that Ep is a 
reflexive Banach lattice. 
Define P : X + Ep and Q : Ep + F by Px = (2kQkT~)k”,l and Q(xk) = 
c:= 1 W)Xk. It is clear that P is compact and that P 2 0 if T > 0. Also it is 
routine to verify that Q is a compact interval preserving lattice homomorphism 
and T = QP as desired. 
That (2) + (3) is clear, so we conclude the proof by showing that (3) + (1). 
From Theorem 2.1 of [W] it suffices to show that ((1, F) has the compact dom- 
ination property. If S, T E L(e,, F) with 0 < S 5 T and T is compact, then by 
(3) T factors through a Banach lattice G with T = QP where P : .6’1 --f G is 
bounded and Q : G -+ F is compact and interval preserving. As 0 5 S 2 T = 
QP 5 QlPl we have 0 L S’ L: [PI’Q’ and it follows from Theorem 1.1 of [Ar] that 
S’ = R@ for some 0 5 R 5 /PI’. Thus S’, and hence S, is compact as de- 
sired. Cl 
Again we also have a dual version. 
Theorem 4.3. For a Banach lattice E thefollowing assertions are equivalent: 
(1) E’ is atomic with an order continuous norm. 
(2) For each Banach space K every compact operator T : E + Y factors 
through a rejiexive Banach lattice G with T = PJ where J : E + G is a compact 
lattice homomorphism and P : G 4 Y is linear and bounded. Moreover if Y is a 
Banach lattice and T > 0 then we may take P > 0. 
(3) Every positive compact operator T : E ---f loo factors through a Banach 
lattice G with T = PJ where J : E -+ G is a compact lattice homomorphism and 
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